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Tong-il Moo-do Celebration with True Mother on August 25, 2015
The 1970's in America had lots of problems -- for 200 years the nation was prepared but by the 70's it was
sick and True Father had to be the fireman to extinguish the fire of destruction. He assembled and toured
50 states to awaken the US and many people respected him although politicians began to persecute him.
However, True Father embraced them and wished to save all humanity through it. This is because True
Father is a True Parent. He confidently and boldly moved forward.
If you are under 30 years old you don't know all the history of True Parents. Therefore I am grateful that
the three main scriptures will be published in Korean, Japanese, and English now by the third Seunghwa.
Please study these arduously.
In the 70 years of Korean independence and UN foundation- without them Korea would not exist since
the UN sent many nations to protect the messiah who was coming on this earth -- this was why the UN
was founded. However, the UN did not have the ideology -- they only pursued their personal national
interests but didn't know the plan of God. The center must be Heavenly Parent and True Parent's and the
UN must attend them.
So did I do a good job? Isn't that so? True Mother is the best, right? You must love me [joking with the
crowd]. Actually you're telling me not to talk anymore [also a joke and the audience laughs].
God created the universe all the way to human beings so that they could create the True Parent's.
Humanity's mission was to welcome and bring the True Parent's but they failed in their position. If
humans had followed God's commandment then our world would not exist the way it does -- because of
our failure God had to carry a heavy burden for 6,000 years -- without indemnity we could not move
forward -- you know this through the Divine Principle, right?
Heaven prepared a chosen nation and people -- by going through trials and tribulations God was able to
send Jesus. However, no one helped him although he was the creation of God. God needed an only
daughter but Jesus could not find her. Because of that Jesus said he had to come again and host the
marriage of the lamb. The meaning of his words was that he had to marry -- Christians don't know that
just believing is not enough -- they don't know complete salvation. But they call us a sect/cult.

The 2nd generation are different from the outside world, BUT you need to grow up well. We have 3,500
students today and your mission is to really grow well and resemble True Parent's. Follow the path and
embody True Parent's heart. In order to do that, do not just think of receiving. As True Parents have
shown you -- you need to Live for the Sake of Others. When you give you should want to give more.
Create this kind of environment -- that is your responsibility. This will be the path going towards one
world.

Hak Ja Han - August 30, 2015
Pure water must flow -- it needs to bring lots of new life and that is your unique responsibility. True
Parent's dream is that you not be like dirty water -- you must be clear and pure. All of humanity must
attend True Parents'. Right now, you heard about the Sunhak Peace Prize and the other reports on the
TV/radio. Because we are the True Parents of humanity we know points that the rest of the world hasn't
thought about yet -- we have worried about environmental destruction, poverty, etc.
True Father resolved to fix the pain of heaven and realize the ideal world God wanted from creation.
Therefore I ask you to offer lots of devotion and study a lot. The vice of the world is the selfishness. We
need to turn our weapons into tools and create food instead of war. Global warming and destruction -- we
need to educate people who don't know True Parent's and I hope that all of you will help me -- will you?
All of you have a dream -- I hope your life will become this dream and also help True Mother on your
way. I want you think "I will be the best scholar, the best person to help True Parent's." Please have
dreams and realize these dream for True Parent's.

